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Christmas 
pYramids 

"Bei uns ist immer was fos!" 

WEIHNACHTSSCHMUCK I CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS 

pyramid: die Pyramide, die Pyramiden 

That is the basically simple principle employed in construction of 
light pyramras. What is important though is that all the hopes and 
expectations invested _in the ~proaching festival of Christmas 

·were expressed in the decoration of these pyramids. They were 
carved from good wood, painted, and embellished. The ends of 
the rods, serving as candle-holders, were carved as ange ls o r as 
miners in their old costumes. A great variety of artistic combi
nations were devised to make these pyramids even more attrac
t ive, and some of them were made to be hung from the ceiling. 

In Thuringia there was the hoop-tree. Three hoops were attached 
at regular intervals to a rod hanging vertically. The bottom-most 
hoop was the largest and the other two decreased in size so that 
their cand les did not set fire to what was above. This form of 
decoration has almost died out today. 
Pyramids, on the other h~nd, flourished remarkably in other parts 
of the country. In the Erz Mountains they were main ly made of 
wood, which could then be painted and carved. In other areas 
they were adorned with g reenery. Box, ivy, fir, and holly were 
twisted around the supporting rods in Breslau and Pomerania, in 
Hamburg and Berlin. In the former capital these rods were also 
decorated with coloured paper instead of twigs, and W ilhelm 
Raabe described such a simple pyramid in his celebrated Berlin 
novel "Die Chronik der Sperlingsgasse" (1857) . He saw these 
pyramids as the little man's Christmas tree, which is what they 
were. These simple wooden constructions were not thrown away 
either. After Christmas was over they were stored unti l the follow
~g year. 
Such pyramids are also to be fo!Jnd today in Bavaria and the 
Rhineland. They are now often hung with bells which ring out 
when rising heat from the candles makes the pyramid start to 
revolve. 

In the words o f a German scholar: "The tree ultimately triumphed 
over t.he pyramid in a struggle involving history and customs " . 
"The links between the tree's winter greenery and lights" remain
ed -and still are- important. With this development, extendinq 
over almost two hundre(fyears, scholars can besure that nothing 
remains today of the original ideas about driving out spirits and 

-------------~----.....:... __ invocation of a fruit ful time of year. 
These "Hanging Ligh ts'' (from Wunsiedel) for long took the place of a 
" fir tree" in the Fichtelgebirge area. It was only this century that this 
variety of Christmas Pyramid became a museum-piece. 

In many parts of Germany whe:e. the g_ree~ of spruce and fir was 
too expensive, people were sat1sf1ed w1th lights. The whole of the 
Erz Mountains area and extensive parts of Saxony became 
famous for their pyramids of lights. Rods of the same length are 
attached to each ct>rner of a square piece of wood, and the other 
ends are tied together. That produces a pyramid. This has to be 
firm ly based so three rows of transverse rods ore used. to 
strength~n the structure. The ligh ts are attached to the protrudmg 
ends of these transverse rods. 

Christmas pyramids and revolving deco
rations are objects that developed from the 
original candlelight decorations. It's impor
tant to remember how homes used to be 
lighted. Not even petroleum-burning lamps 
existed and sooty tallow candles and oil 
lamps were the order of the day. The cozy 
light of candles was for most households an 
extravagant luxury which was enjoyed only 
on high holidays. 


